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Senate Resolution 1283

By: Senator Mullis of the 53rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Ashley Gregg; and for other purposes. 1

WHEREAS, Ashley has been in the Air Force Junior ROTC at Ridgeland High School in2

Rossville, Georgia for four years, and she was recently awarded a four-year Air Force ROTC3

scholarship; and4

WHEREAS, she has attained the rank of cadet colonel, and she is a former corps5

commander, drill team commander, color guard commander, and Kitty Hawk Air Society6

commander; and7

WHEREAS, this outstanding student has shown by the example of her  accomplishments that8

the pursuit and attainment of scholastic success is within the reach of the students in this9

state, earning distinction as demonstrated by receipt of many awards and recognitions,10

including having been awarded the academic ribbon four times, the achievement ribbon three11

times, the activities ribbon twice, the Aerospace Academic Foundation cadet badge, the Air12

Force Association award, the attendance ribbon five times, co-curricular leadership ribbon13

three times, the distinguished Air Force Junior ROTC cadet badge, the dress and appearance14

ribbon six times, the drill competition ribbon twice, the fitness ribbon five times, the good15

conduct  ribbon six times, the leadership ribbon twice, the leadership school ribbon three16

times, the Military Officers Association of America ribbon, the orienteering competition17

ribbon, the outstanding cadet ribbon twice, the outstanding flight ribbon twice, the service18

ribbon four times, the superior performance ribbon twice, and she is a Georgia Merit19

recipient for her academic achievement; and20

WHEREAS, she has been accepted by the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Tennessee,21

Embry Riddle Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, Florida, and the Georgia Institute22

of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia, and she will continue her education at one of these23

institutions; and 24
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WHEREAS, she personifies the selfless dedication, mental agility, and personal maturity1

necessary for superlative academic performance.2

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body3

heartily commend Ashley Gregg for her outstanding scholastic accomplishments and express4

to her their sincere best wishes for continued academic success in the future.5

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed6

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Ashley Gregg.7


